METAL
RACKING AND
MEZZANINES

Solutions for
pallets

Solutions for
boxes and
bulk product

Solutions for pallets
Pallet
racking

Drive - in
racking

The pallet racking
system is the most
widespread system
for storing and directly
accessing each pallet.

High density solution:
high quantities of
pallets per reference
and low quantities of
codes (LIFO logic).

Gravity - fed
racking

Pallet shuttle
Flexy
The multi-depth
storage system with
shuttle powered by
lithium battery is
the ideal solution to
manage the storage
for large quantities
of pallets by item
with high rotation
frequency. It facilitates
the pallet loading and
unloading into the
various channels.

Solution for high
density storage of
high rotation and
homogeneous
products. System
equipped with selfbreaking rollers for the
space optimization
(FIFO logic).

Mobile pallet
racking
Euromag
Euromag is the most
suitable solution for
high-density storage
of materials with a low
to medium rotation
frequency.

Solutions for boxes
and bulk product
Multi - purpose
shelving Dimax

Cantilever
racking
Cantifer

It is a modular
storage system for
medium and light
loads that vary from
very light home and
office applications to
multi-storey storage
solutions.
One of the main
features of this
shelving is its patented
shelf.

Cantifer racking is
the ideal solution for
storing long and bulky
items.

Mezzanine GL8

The mezzanine is an
above ground flooring
system that increases
the storage space
of warehouses and
premises by means of
modular floor levels.

Mobile
shelving
Euromobil
Euromobil is a set
of shelving units
mounted on mobile
bases sliding along
rails.

Carton live
storage system
It is the most effective
solution to the need
to have a dynamic
storage system for not
particularly heavy and
small to medium-sized
loading units.
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